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Firstly, thanks to our 51 judges for a

Birds of Prey Workshop

very balanced set of results. Secondly, April 23rd; May 21st; June and
thanks to the 16 people who entered July no meeting; August 27th;
sequences, without which there would September 24th; October 22nd;
have been no competition. This year November 26th; December No
the variety of subject was exceptional. meeting.

In the first session, Brett Hollis will

Thirdly, thanks to Andrew Gagg for his

talk about computer hardware for

perceptive and pertinent comments.

The report of the latest Contem-

photography , particularly focusing

porary Group meeting is now on

on safety and backup, and answer

The winner was “A Parcel of Cloth” by the website, with images from
Mike and Lavinia Hardwick. Second; members and links to photogra-

your questions. More info on the
website.

“Frank Lloyd Wright” by Peter and Janet phers whose work we viewed.
Russell. Third; “The Conjuring of There was also news at the

Clive Haynes FRPS will demonstrate

Ghosts” by Stewart Bourne. An evening meeting of a new project opportunity - see p2.
which, I hope, was enjoyed by all.

use of layers in Photoshop in the

Henry

second session. Bring an image or

Remember to get your Annual

two for him to work on if you wish.
£2 including refreshments.

The dates for AV meetings for the rest Club Show tickets from Anne
Burrows, £5 each, including
of 2015 are as follows:1

supper.

Club Activities
St Paul’s Project
St. Paul’s Hostel for the Homeless needs pictures to illustrate the plight of homeless people in Worcester and
how the hostel provides much needed short-term accommodation and actively seeks to help people back into
mainstream society. With a drastic 52% cut in funding, images are needed to encourage new ‘funding partners’
and to heighten public awareness. Those who can help will be given privileged opportunities to take photos
of homeless people, their environment, locations in and around the hostel and of homeless people in the city.
Tessa and Clive outlined the St. Paul's Hostel Project at Contemporary Group this month, and several members
were immediately keen to participate. If you would also like to be part of this project, please contact Clive:
clive@crhfoto.co.uk

Croome
Pam

Turner’s

been

busy and the results
have been much appreciated by Croome
staff

and

Facebook

viewers this week…
Why not pop along to
Croome,

take

some

pictures and get yourself published too?
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New Member - Welcome

A warm welcome to WCC for new
member David Brown, who says:Like many people I've dabbled in
photography off-and-on since
my teens. I acquired a secondhand Canon SLR (20D) a good
few years ago and started again.
The main advantage for me in
using digital technology was the
instant feedback. Then I discovered RAW and the amount of
control it gave and it all became
a lot more fun.
The 20D broke down, unfortunately, and until I can afford
something better I'm now using
a borrowed Canon G10 compact!
The resolution's actually better
than the 20D, but if you want to
avoid noise it's best to keep to
ISO down to 100. Seriously limiting, but there's still a lot you can
do.
Here are three of my pictures:Abbey Park, Evesham, at night;
American Dream is a sculpture in
Littleport (near Cambridge) commemorating the father of William Harley, of Harley-Davidson
fame, and Sylvie-Storm is a
young border collie that I looked
after for a while.
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Members’ News & Pictures
Malcolm Haynes - Bike Impressions from Red Marley
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Members’ News & Pictures (cont)
More from the WCC
outing to Red Marley
from Malcolm.

Pam & Martin

Malc’s the Star!
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Members’ News & Pictures (cont)
A helpful follow-up on the XT-1 review from Les Bailey . He says:I took the Fuji up on to the lower slopes of Chrome Hill to take views of Park House Hill, leaving the Nikon
in the car. I decided that I would just take a reference shot with the Nikon when I got back down the hill,
so here are those shots for comparison (Nikon left, Fuji on right). The Nikon and Fuji reference shots are a
little different, because I stood on the bank of the stream, which promptly broke away, resulting in left leg
10” deep in water! The Nikon is a much larger file, however it doesn’t look much better cropped than the
Fuji file.
I only spent 90 minutes, and once again the Fuji battery ran out before the end of the session, whilst I’d left
the Nikon on in my bag for two weeks with no issues. So you do need a healthy supply of batteries if out
with a Fuji for any length of time.
It was my first time out ‘in anger’ with the Fuji for landscape shots, and I need a bit more practice to get
top-notch shots. I don’t feel that I’ve yet really got the filters sorted with the different ‘picture’ you get
with the Fuji EVF, just needs a bit more attention: it was a poor sky though - raining and dark when I left
home, and bright grey when I got to the site. I’m far from mastering the camera. I’ll be going again and
trying bracketing, I’m just used to using filters with the D800 and not having to do much on computer in
terms of post production.
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Dates for the Diary / Out and About
Not so much a photo-opportunity but for anyone coming along to the

ƒ.action Artrix viewing on 29th April here’s what’s on at 8pm in case you
fancy some music afterwards.
2nd-4th May St Richard’s Boat & Car Festival, Droitwich. The Hereford Bull,
the replica trow from the Thames Pageant will be in Vines Park at noon on
the Sunday. See events tab for full details.
Calumet are offering FREE sensor cleaning* at all their open days for all Nikon
and Canon DSLR cameras. Birmingham is Thursday 21st May 1000-1600.
*Charity donations are appreciated. One sensor cleaned per person. Nikon & Canon DSLRs only.
Camera battery must be fully charged. Subject to availability. Waiting times may be necessary due
to volumes.

18th/19th April 11-4 Daffodil National Show at Coughton Court.
18th April - 9th May Blossoming Brockhampton
19th April 10-1 Reptile Walk at Croft Castle Booking essential..
19th April 6-11 am Counting Birds at Attingham Park.Drop in to see some of
our native birds up close and personal and join licensed mist netters Chris
Whittles and Pete Deans as they catch wild birds to study the spring bird
migration. email Attingham Events, or call 01743 708165.
18/19th April Catton Park Carriage Driving event.
18-21 April 3* & 4* Severn bores.
19th April Malvern Classic Bike Show
Exhibitions
To 19th April Calke Abbey photographic exhibition
To 3rd May FOUND, New Art Gallery Walsall
Running to 24 May 2015 at the V&A - Staying Power: Photographs Of Black
British Experience. See a review of the exhibition here.

Competitions & Exhibitions
You have to be in it to win it!
The Societies’ April Competitions - Open to all. Places to Visit and All Creatures Great and Small (Get those
butterflies fluttering, Douglas!)
London Salon entry extended to midnight tonight, 13th April!
Seeing Double from the Photographic Angle.
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Around the Web
Duncan Unsworth, mentioned last Interesting overview of the major
week (in the Contemporary Group) photographic processes throughout history

Create a digital tintype

Green roofs gallery

Camera RAW

Medium Format on the cheap

Wedding photos with a difference
City Space

Hints & Tips/How to...
Create your own Lightroom presets

Iceland - a backyard view .

Shooting Nikon in manual with auto ISO

Check out the Extreme Photo of
the Week

Best manual camera apps for Iphone

The Forensic Photographer (video)
Close-up & macro tips

City Life

Get your skin tones right in Adobe

Thanks to Martin for his ongoing
contributions to the Around the
Web section.
You can find these and other recent links pulled together in a Flipboard magazine we are trying out.
You can also subscribe to Martin’s
Flipboard Lightroom Tips mag.

Birds of Prey Workshop Offer
I am a photographer living in Cleobury Mortimer, Shropshire. For the past 3 years I have been running
Bird of Prey Workshops with a falconer on Clee Hill with the occasional wild bird days.
I can offer a really good deal to members of camera clubs. The usual price is £98 pp for a full day but if
you were able to get 9/10 people to book a workshop I could offer it for £60 pp. The Shrewsbury club
joined me last weekend and had such a good day they have already booked another. (I can send links to
images they produced).
I give regular talk to camera clubs and part of the deal would be that I can offer to give a free talk at your
club in 2016 (just expenses required) if you booked a workshop. My website is www.carterart.co.uk
I have some 2015 dates available for workshops but can consider 2016 dates if your programme is full.
Claire Carter
If you are interested in going on/organising one of these, please let me know which date(s) and I’ll
ask people to get in touch with you. Ruth
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